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“Writing about yourself is a funny business…But in a project like this, the writer has made one

promise, to show the reader his mind. In these pages, I’ve tried to do this.” —Bruce

Springsteen, from the pages of Born to RunIn 2009, Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band

performed at the Super Bowl’s halftime show. The experience was so exhilarating that Bruce

decided to write about it. That’s how this extraordinary autobiography began.Over the past

seven years, Bruce Springsteen has privately devoted himself to writing the story of his life,

bringing to these pages the same honesty, humor, and originality found in his songs.He

describes growing up Catholic in Freehold, New Jersey, amid the poetry, danger, and darkness

that fueled his imagination, leading up to the moment he refers to as “The Big Bang”: seeing

Elvis Presley’s debut on The Ed Sullivan Show. He vividly recounts his relentless drive to

become a musician, his early days as a bar band king in Asbury Park, and the rise of the E

Street Band. With disarming candor, he also tells for the first time the story of the personal

struggles that inspired his best work, and shows us why the song “Born to Run” reveals more

than we previously realized.Born to Run will be revelatory for anyone who has ever enjoyed

Bruce Springsteen, but this book is much more than a legendary rock star’s memoir. This is a

book for workers and dreamers, parents and children, lovers and loners, artists, freaks, or

anyone who has ever wanted to be baptized in the holy river of rock and roll.Rarely has a

performer told his own story with such force and sweep. Like many of his songs (“Thunder

Road,” “Badlands,” “Darkness on the Edge of Town,” “The River,” “Born in the U.S.A.,” “The

Rising,” and “The Ghost of Tom Joad,” to name just a few), Bruce Springsteen’s autobiography

is written with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has thought

deeply about his experiences.
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Jess and SamFOREWORDI come from a boardwalk town where almost everything is tinged

with a bit of fraud. So am I. By twenty, no race-car-driving rebel, I was a guitar player on the

streets of Asbury Park and already a member in good standing amongst those who “lie” in

service of the truth . . . artists, with a small “a.” But I held four clean aces. I had youth, almost a

decade of hard-core bar band experience, a good group of homegrown musicians who were

attuned to my performance style and a story to tell.This book is both a continuation of that

story and a search into its origins. I’ve taken as my parameters the events in my life I believe

shaped that story and my performance work. One of the questions I’m asked over and over

again by fans on the street is “How do you do it?” In the following pages I will try to shed a little

light on how and, more important, why.Rock ’n’ Roll Survival KitDNA, natural ability, study of

craft, development of and devotion to an aesthetic philosophy, naked desire for . . . fame? . . .

love? . . . admiration? . . . attention? . . . women? . . . sex? . . . and oh, yeah . . . a buck. Then . . . 

if you want to take it all the way out to the end of the night, a furious fire in the hole that just . . .

don’t . . . quit . . . burning.These are some of the elements that will come in handy should you

come face-to-face with eighty thousand (or eighty) screaming rock ’n’ roll fans who are waiting

for you to do your magic trick. Waiting for you to pull something out of your hat, out of thin air,

out of this world, something that before the faithful were gathered here today was just a song-

fueled rumor.I am here to provide proof of life to that ever elusive, never completely believable

“us.” That is my magic trick. And like all good magic tricks, it begins with a setup. So . . .BOOK

ONEGROWIN’ UPONEMY STREETI am ten years old and I know every crack, bone and



crevice in the crumbling sidewalk running up and down Randolph Street, my street. Here, on

passing afternoons I am Hannibal crossing the Alps, GIs locked in vicious mountain combat

and countless cowboy heroes traversing the rocky trails of the Sierra Nevada. With my belly to

the stone, alongside the tiny anthills that pop up volcanically where dirt and concrete meet, my

world sprawls on into infinity, or at least to Peter McDermott’s house on the corner of Lincoln

and Randolph, one block up.On these streets I have been rolled in my baby carriage, learned

to walk, been taught by my grandfather to ride a bike, and fought and run from some of my first

fights. I learned the depth and comfort of real friendships, felt my early sexual stirrings and, on

the evenings before air-conditioning, watched the porches fill with neighbors seeking

conversation and respite from the summer heat.Here, in epic “gutter ball” tournaments, I

slammed the first of a hundred Pinky rubber balls into my sidewalk’s finely shaped curb. I

climbed upon piles of dirty snow, swept high by midnight plows, walking corner to corner, the

Edmund Hillary of New Jersey. My sister and I regularly stood like sideshow gawkers peering in

through the huge wooden doors of our corner church, witnessing an eternal parade of

baptisms, weddings and funerals. I followed my handsome, raggedly elegant grandfather as he

tottered precariously around the block, left arm paralyzed against his chest, getting his

“exercise” after a debilitating stroke he never came back from.In our front yard, only feet from

our porch, stands the grandest tree in town, a towering copper beech. Its province over our

home is such that one bolt of well-placed lightning and we’d all be dead as snails crushed

beneath God’s little finger. On nights when thunder rolls and lightning turns our family bedroom

cobalt blue, I watch its arms move and come to life in the wind and white flashes as I lie awake

worrying about my friend the monster outside. On sunny days, its roots are a fort for my

soldiers, a corral for my horses and my second home. I hold the honor of being the first on our

block to climb into its upper reaches. Here I find my escape from all below. I wander for hours

amongst its branches, the sound of my buddies’ muted voices drifting up from the sidewalk

below as they try to track my progress. Beneath its slumbering arms, on slow summer nights

we sit, my pals and I, the cavalry at dusk, waiting for the evening bells of the ice-cream man

and bed. I hear my grandmother’s voice calling me in, the last sound of the long day. I step up

onto our front porch, our windows glowing in the summer twilight; I let the heavy front door

open and then close behind me, and for an hour or so in front of the kerosene stove, with my

grandfather in his big chair, we watch the small black-and-white television screen light up the

room, throwing its specters upon the walls and ceiling. Then, I drift to sleep tucked inside the

greatest and saddest sanctuary I have ever known, my grandparents’ house.I live here with my

sister, Virginia, one year younger; my parents, Adele and Douglas Springsteen; my

grandparents, Fred and Alice; and my dog Saddle. We live, literally, in the bosom of the

Catholic Church, with the priest’s rectory, the nuns’ convent, the St. Rose of Lima Church and

grammar school all just a football’s toss away across a field of wild grass.Though he towers

above us, here God is surrounded by man—crazy men, to be exact. My family has five houses

branching out in an L shape, anchored on the corner by the redbrick church. We are four

houses of old-school Irish, the people who have raised me—McNicholases, O’Hagans, Farrells

—and across the street, one lonely outpost of Italians, who peppered my upbringing. These

are the Sorrentinos and the Zerillis, hailing from Sorrento, Italy, via Brooklyn via Ellis Island.

Here dwell my mother’s mother, Adelina Rosa Zerilli; my mother’s older sister, Dora; Dora’s

husband, Warren (an Irishman of course); and their daughter, my older cousin Margaret.

Margaret and my cousin Frank are championship jitterbug dancers, winning contests and

trophies up and down the Jersey Shore.Though not unfriendly, the clans do not often cross the

street to socialize with one another.The house I live in with my grandparents is owned by my



great-grandmother “Nana” McNicholas, my grandmother’s mother, alive and kicking just up the

street. I’ve been told our town’s first church service and first funeral were held in our living

room. We live here beneath the lingering eyes of my father’s older sister, my aunt Virginia,

dead at five, killed by a truck while riding her tricycle past the corner gas station. Her portrait

hovers, breathing a ghostly air into the room and shining her ill-fated destiny over our family

gatherings.Hers is a sepia-toned formal portrait of a little girl in an old-fashioned child’s white

linen dress. Her seemingly benign gaze, in the light of events, now communicates, “Watch out!

The world is a dangerous and unforgiving place that will knock your ass off your tricycle and

into the dead black unknown and only these poor, misguided and unfortunate souls will miss

you.” Her mother, my grandma, heard that message loud and clear. She spent two years in bed

after her daughter’s death and sent my father, neglected, with rickets, off to the outskirts of

town to live with other relatives while she recovered.Time passed; my father quit school at

sixteen, working as a floor boy in the Karagheusian Rug Mill, a clanging factory of looms and

deafening machinery that stretched across both sides of Center Street in a part of town called

“Texas.” At eighteen, he went to war, sailing on the Queen Mary out of New York City. He

served as a truck driver at the Battle of the Bulge, saw what little of the world he was going to

see and returned home. He played pool, very well, for money. He met and fell in love with my

mother, promising that if she’d marry him, he’d get a real job (red flag!). He worked with his

cousin, David “Dim” Cashion, on the line at the Ford Motor plant in Edison and I came

along.For my grandmother, I was the firstborn child of her only son and the first baby in the

house since the death of her daughter. My birth returned to her a life of purpose. She seized on

me with a vengeance. Her mission became my ultimate protection from the world within and

without. Sadly, her blind single-minded devotion would lead to hard feelings with my father and

enormous family confusion. It would drag all of us down.When it rains, the moisture in the

humid air blankets our town with the smell of damp coffee grounds wafting in from the Nescafé

factory at the town’s eastern edge. I don’t like coffee but I like that smell. It’s comforting; it

unites the town in a common sensory experience; it’s good industry, like the roaring rug mill

that fills our ears, brings work and signals our town’s vitality. There is a place here—you can

hear it, smell it—where people make lives, suffer pain, enjoy small pleasures, play baseball,

die, make love, have kids, drink themselves drunk on spring nights and do their best to hold off

the demons that seek to destroy us, our homes, our families, our town.Here we live in the

shadow of the steeple, where the holy rubber meets the road, all crookedly blessed in God’s

mercy, in the heart-stopping, pants-dropping, race-riot-creating, oddball-hating, soul-shaking,

love-and-fear-making, heartbreaking town of Freehold, New Jersey.Let the service

begin.TWOMY HOUSEIt’s Thursday night, trash night. We are fully mobilized and ready to go.

We have gathered in my grandfather’s 1940s sedan waiting to be deployed to dig through

every trash heap overflowing from the curbs of our town. First, we’re heading to Brinckerhoff

Avenue; that’s where the money is and the trash is finest. We have come for your radios, any

radios, no matter the condition. We will scavenge them from your junk pile, throw them into the

trunk and bring them home to “the shed,” my grandfather’s six-by-six-foot unheated wooden

cubicle in a tiny corner of our house. Here, winter and summer, magic occurs. Here in a “room”

filled with electrical wire and filament tubes, I will sit studiously at his side. While he wires,

solders and exchanges bad tubes for good, we wait together for the same moment: that instant

when the whispering breath, the beautiful low static hum and warm sundown glow of electricity

will come surging back into the dead skeletons of radios we have pulled from extinction.Here at

my grandfather’s workbench, the resurrection is real. The vacuum silence will be drawn up and

filled with the distant, crackling voices of Sunday preachers, blabbering pitchmen, Big Band



music, early rock ’n’ roll and serial dramas. It is the sound of the world outside straining to

reach us, calling down into our little town and deeper, into our hermetically sealed universe

here at 87 Randolph Street. Once returned to the living, all items will be sold for five dollars in

the migrant camps that, come summer, will dot the farm fields on the edge of our borough. The

“radio man” is coming. That’s how my grandfather is known amongst the mostly Southern black

migrant population that returns by bus every season to harvest the crops of rural Monmouth

County. Down the dirt farm roads to the shacks in the rear where dust-bowl thirties conditions

live on, my mother drives my stroke-addled grandpa to do his business amongst “the blacks” in

their “Mickey Mouse” camps. I went once and was frightened out of my wits, surrounded in the

dusk by hard-worn black faces. Race relations, never great in Freehold, will explode ten years

later into rioting and shootings, but for now, there is just a steady, uncomfortable quiet. I am

simply the young protégé grandson of the “radio man,” here amongst his patrons where my

family scrambles to make ends meet.• • •We were pretty near poor, though I never thought

about it. We were clothed, fed and bedded. I had white and black friends worse off. My parents

had jobs, my mother as a legal secretary and my father at Ford. Our house was old and soon

to be noticeably decrepit. One kerosene stove in the living room was all we had to heat the

whole place. Upstairs, where my family slept, you woke on winter mornings with your breath

visible. One of my earliest childhood memories is the smell of kerosene and my grandfather

standing there filling the spout in the rear of the stove. All of our cooking was done on a coal

stove in the kitchen; as a child I’d shoot my water gun at its hot iron surface and watch the

steam rise. We’d haul the ashes out the back door to the “ash heap.” Daily I’d return from

playing in that pile of dust pale from gray coal ash. We had a small box refrigerator and one of

the first televisions in town. In an earlier life, before I was born, my granddad had been the

proprietor of Springsteen Brothers Electrical Shop. So when TV hit, it arrived at our house first.

My mother told me neighbors from up and down the block would stop by to see the new

miracle, to watch Milton Berle, Kate Smith and Your Hit Parade. To see wrestlers like Bruno

Sammartino face off against Haystacks Calhoun. By the time I was six I knew every word to the

Kate Smith anthem, “When the Moon Comes Over the Mountain.”In this house, due to order of

birth and circumstance, I was lord, king and the messiah all rolled into one. Because I was the

first grandchild, my grandmother latched on to me to replace my dead aunt Virginia. Nothing

was out of bounds. It was a terrible freedom for a young boy and I embraced it with everything I

had. I stayed up until three a.m. and slept until three p.m. at five and six years old. I watched TV

until it went off and I was left staring alone at the test pattern. I ate what and when I wanted. My

parents and I became distant relatives and my mother, in her confusion and desire to keep the

peace, ceded me to my grandmother’s total dominion. A timid little tyrant, I soon felt like the

rules were for the rest of the world, at least until my dad came home. He would lord sullenly

over the kitchen, a monarch dethroned by his own firstborn son at his mother’s insistence. Our

ruin of a house and my own eccentricities and power at such a young age shamed and

embarrassed me. I could see the rest of the world was running on a different clock and I was

teased for my habits pretty thoroughly by my neighborhood pals. I loved my entitlement, but I

knew it wasn’t right.• • •When I became of school age and had to conform to a time schedule,

it sent me into an inner rage that lasted most of my school years. My mother knew we were all

way overdue for a reckoning and, to her credit, tried to reclaim me. She moved us out of my

grandmother’s house to a small, half-shotgun-style house at 391/2 Institute Street. No hot

water, four tiny rooms, four blocks away from my grandparents. There she tried to set some

normal boundaries. It was too late. Those four blocks might as well have been a million miles. I

was roaring with anger and loss and every chance I got, I returned to stay with my



grandparents. It was my true home and they felt like my real parents. I could and would not

leave.The house by now was functional only in one room, the living room. The rest of the

house, abandoned and draped off, was falling down, with one wintry and windblown bathroom,

the only place to relieve yourself, and no functioning bath. My grandparents fell into a state of

poor hygiene and care that would shock and repel me now. I remember my grandmother’s

soiled undergarments, just washed, hanging on the backyard line, frightening and

embarrassing me, symbols of the inappropriate intimacies, physical and emotional, that made

my grandparents’ home so confusing and compelling. But I loved them and that house. My

grandma slept on a worn spring couch with me tucked in at her side while my grandfather had

a small cot across the room. This was it. This was what it had come to, my childhood

limitlessness. This was where I needed to be to feel at home, safe, loved.The grinding hypnotic

power of this ruined place and these people would never leave me. I visit it in my dreams today,

returning over and over, wanting to go back. It was a place where I felt an ultimate security, full

license and a horrible unforgettable boundary-less love. It ruined me and it made me. Ruined,

in that for the rest of my life I would struggle to create boundaries for myself that would allow

me a life of some normalcy in my relationships. It made me in the sense that it would set me off

on a lifelong pursuit of a “singular” place of my own, giving me a raw hunger that drove me, hell-

bent, in my music. It was a desperate, lifelong effort to rebuild, on embers of memory and

longing, my temple of safety.For my grandmother’s love, I abandoned my parents, my sister

and much of the world itself. Then that world came crashing in. My grandparents became ill.

The whole family moved in together again, to another half house, at 68 South Street. Soon, my

younger sister, Pam, would be born, my grandfather would be dead and my grandmother would

be filled with cancer. My house, my backyard, my tree, my dirt, my earth, my sanctuary would

be condemned and the land sold, to be made into a parking lot for St. Rose of Lima Catholic

church.THREETHE CHURCHThere was a circuit we could ride on our bikes that took us

completely around the church and the rectory and back alongside the convent, rolling over the

nuns’ beautiful, faded blue slate driveway. The slightly raised edges of the slate would send

vibrations up through your handlebars, creating tiny pulsing rhythms in your hands, bump—ump

—ump—ump . . . concrete, then back around we’d go again. Sleepy afternoons would pass

with our winding in and out of the St. Rose compound, being scolded through the convent

windows by the sisters to go home and dodging stray cats that wandered in between the

church basement and my living room. My grandfather, now with nothing much to do, would

spend his time patiently wooing these wild creatures to his side in our backyard. He could get

near and pet feral cats that would have nothing to do with another human. Sometimes the price

was steep. He came in one evening with a bloody foot-long scratch down his arm from a kitty

that was not quite ready for the love.The cats drifted back and forth from our house to the

church just as we drifted to school, to home, to mass, to school again, our lives inextricably

linked with the life of the church. At first the priests and nuns were just kind faces peering down

into your carriage, all smiles and pleasant mystery, but come school age, I was inducted into

the dark halls of communion. There was the incense, the men crucified, the torturously

memorized dogma, the Friday Stations of the Cross (the schoolwork!), the black-robed men

and women, the curtained confessional, the sliding window, the priest’s shadowy face and the

recitation of childhood transgression. When I think about the hours I spent devising a list of

acceptable sins I could spout on command . . . They had to be bad enough to be believable . . .

but not too bad (the best was yet to come!). How much sinning could you actually have done at

a second-grade level? Eventually, St. Rose of Lima’s Monday-through-Sunday holy reckoning

would wear me out and make me want out . . . bad. But out to where? There is no out. I live



here! We all do. All of my tribe. We are stranded on this desert island of a corner, bound

together in the same boat. A boat that I have been instructed by my catechism teachers is at

sea eternally, death and Judgment Day being just a divvying up of passengers as our ship sails

through one metaphysical lock to another, adrift in holy confusion.And so . . . I build my other

world. It is a world of childhood resistance, a world of passive refusal from within, my defense

against “the system.” It is a refusal of a world where I am not recognized, by my grandmother’s

lights and mine, for who I am, a lost boy king, forcibly exiled daily from his empire of rooms. My

grandma’s house! To these schmucks, I’m just another spoiled kid who will not conform to what

we all ultimately must conform to, the only-circumstantially-theistic kingdom of . . . THE WAY

THINGS ARE! The problem is I don’t know shit, nor care, about “the way things are.” I hail from

the exotic land of . . . THINGS THE WAY I LIKE ’EM. It’s just up the street. Let’s all call it a day

and just go HOME!No matter how much I want to, no matter how hard I try, “the way things are”

eludes me. I desperately want to fit in but the world I have created with the unwarranted

freedom from my grandparents has turned me into an unintentional rebel, an outcast weirdo

misfit sissy boy. I am alienating, alienated and socially homeless . . . I am seven years

old.Amongst my male classmates, there are mainly good souls. Some, however, are rude,

predatory and unkind. It is here I receive the bullying all aspiring rock stars must undergo and

suffer in seething, raw, humiliating silence, the great “leaning up against the chain-link fence as

the world spins around you, without you, in rejection of you” playground loneliness that is

essential fuel for the coming fire. Soon, all of this will burn and the world will be turned upside

down on its ass . . . but not yet.The girls, on the other hand, shocked to find what appears to be

a shy, softhearted dreamer in their midst, move right onto Grandma’s turf and begin to take

care of me. I build a small harem who tie my shoes, zip my jacket, shower me with attention.

This is something all Italian mama’s boys know how to do well. Here your rejection by the boys

is a badge of sensitivity and can be played like a coveted ace for the perks of young geekdom.

Of course, a few years later, when sex rears its head, I’ll lose my exalted status and become

just another mild-mannered loser.The priests and nuns themselves are creatures of great

authority and unknowable sexual mystery. As both my flesh-and-blood neighbors and our local

bridge to the next life, they exert a hard influence over our daily existence. Both everyday and

otherworldly, they are the neighborhood gatekeepers of a dark and beatific world I fear and

desire entrance to. It’s a world where all you have is at risk, a world filled with the unknown

bliss of resurrection, eternity and the unending fires of perdition, of exciting, sexually tinged

torture, immaculate conceptions and miracles. A world where men turn into gods and gods into

devils . . . and I knew it was real. I’d seen gods turn into devils at home. I’d witnessed what I felt

was surely the possessive face of Satan. It was my poor old pop tearing up the house in an

alcohol-fueled rage in the dead of night, scaring the shit out of all of us. I’d felt this darkness’s

final force come visit in the shape of my struggling dad . . . physical threat, emotional chaos

and the power to not love.In the fifties the nuns at St. Rose could play pretty rough. I’d once

been sent down from the eighth grade to first for some transgression. I was stuffed behind a

first-grade desk and left there to marinate. I was glad for the afternoon off. Then I noticed

someone’s cuff link reflecting the sun upon the wall. I dreamily followed its light as it crawled up

beyond the window toward the ceiling. I then heard the nun say to a beefy little enforcer in the

center first-row desk, “Show our visitor what we do in this class to those who don’t pay

attention.” The young student walked back to me with a blank expression on his face and

without a blink let me have it, openhanded but full force, across my face. As the smack rang

through the classroom I couldn’t believe what had just happened. I was shaken, red-faced and

humiliated.Before my grammar school education was over I’d have my knuckles classically



rapped, my tie pulled ’til I choked; be struck in the head, shut into a dark closet and stuffed into

a trash can while being told this is where I belonged. All business as usual in Catholic school in

the fifties. Still, it left a mean taste in my mouth and estranged me from my religion for

good.Back in school, even if you remained physically untouched, Catholicism seeped into your

bones. I was an altar boy waking in the holy black of four a.m. to hustle myself over wintry

streets to don my cassock in the dawn silence of the church sacristy and perform ritual on

God’s personal terra firma, the St. Rose altar, no civilians allowed. There I sucked in incense

while assisting our grumpy, eighty-year-old monsignor before a captive audience of relatives,

nuns and early-rising sinners. I proved so inept not knowing my positions and not studying my

Latin that I inspired our Monsignor to grab me by the shoulder of my cassock at one six a.m.

mass and drag me, to the gasping shock of all, facedown on the altar. Later that afternoon in

the play yard, my fifth-grade teacher, Sister Charles Marie, who’d been present at the

thrashing, handed me a small holy medal. It was a kindness I’ve never forgotten. Over the

years as a St. Rose student I had felt enough of Catholicism’s corporal and emotional strain.

On my eighth-grade graduation day, I walked away from it all, finished, telling myself, “Never

again.” I was free, free, free at last . . . and I believed it . . . for quite a while. However, as I grew

older, there were certain things about the way I thought, reacted, behaved. I came to ruefully

and bemusedly understand that once you’re a Catholic, you’re always a Catholic. So I stopped

kidding myself. I don’t often participate in my religion but I know somewhere . . . deep inside . . .

I’m still on the team.This was the world where I found the beginnings of my song. In

Catholicism, there existed the poetry, danger and darkness that reflected my imagination and

my inner self. I found a land of great and harsh beauty, of fantastic stories, of unimaginable

punishment and infinite reward. It was a glorious and pathetic place I was either shaped for or

fit right into. It has walked alongside me as a waking dream my whole life. So as a young adult I

tried to make sense of it. I tried to meet its challenge for the very reasons that there are souls

to lose and a kingdom of love to be gained. I laid what I’d absorbed across the hardscrabble

lives of my family, friends and neighbors. I turned it into something I could grapple with,

understand, something I could even find faith in. As funny as it sounds, I have a “personal”

relationship with Jesus. He remains one of my fathers, though as with my own father, I no

longer believe in his godly power. I believe deeply in his love, his ability to save . . . but not to

damn . . . enough of that.The way I see it, we ate the apple and Adam, Eve, the rebel Jesus in

all his glory and Satan are all part of God’s plan to make men and women out of us, to give us

the precious gifts of earth, dirt, sweat, blood, sex, sin, goodness, freedom, captivity, love, fear,

life and death . . . our humanity and a world of our own.The church bells ring. My clan pours out

of our houses and hustles up the street. Someone is getting married, getting dead or being

born. We line the church’s front walkway, waiting, my sister and I picking up fallen flowers or

thrown rice to be packed away in paper bags for another day to shower upon complete

strangers. My mother is thrilled, her face alight. Organ music, and the wooden doors of our

church swing open upon a bride and groom exiting their wedding ceremony. I hear my mother

sigh, “Oh, the dress . . . the beautiful dress . . .” The bouquet is tossed. The future is told. The

bride and her hero are whisked away in their long black limousine, the one that drops you off at

the beginning of your life. The other one is just around the corner waiting for another day to

bring the tears and take you on that short drive straight out Throckmorton Street to the St.

Rose graveyard on the edge of town. There, on spring Sundays, visiting bones, boxes and piles

of dirt, my sister and I run, playing happily amongst the headstones. Back at church, the

wedding is over and I take my sister’s hand. By nine or ten years old, we’ve seen it all plenty of

times. Rice or flowers, coming or going, heaven or hell, here on the corner of Randolph and



McLean, it’s just all in a day’s work.FOURTHE ITALIANSA nuclear surge of energy erupts

constantly from the tiny mouths and bodies of Dora Kirby, Eda Urbellis and Adele Springsteen.

My mother and her two sisters have screamed, laughed, cried and danced their way through

life’s best and worst for more than 260 collective years. It never stops. Their Marxian (Brothers)

high-voltage insanity constantly borders on a barely controlled state of hysteria. Somehow this

has rendered them not only near immortal but triumphant. Falling for the Irish to a woman, they

have outlived all their husbands, war, tragedy and near poverty and remained indomitable,

undefeated, undeterred and terminally optimistic. They are “THE GREATEST.” Three mini

Muhammad Alis, rope-a-doping the world.Here on the Shore the Italians and the Irish meet

and mate often. The coastal town of Spring Lake is locally known as the “Irish Riviera.” There,

on any summer Sunday, the fair-skinned and freckled can be found tossing down beers and

turning lobster-red in the frothing surf off the Victorian homes that still bring style and

substance to their community. A few miles north lies Long Branch, New Jersey, once home of

Anthony “Little Pussy” Russo, my wife Patti Scialfa’s next-door neighbor in Deal, and the

Central Jersey mob. Its beaches are filled with olive-skinned beauties, belly-busting husbands

and the thick Jersey accent of my Italian brothers and sisters wafting through the air on cigar

smoke. A Sopranos casting call would need to look no further.My great-grandfather was called

“the Dutchman” and I suppose descended from some lost Netherlanders who wandered down

from New Amsterdam not knowing what they were getting themselves into. Thus, we wear the

name Springsteen, of Dutch origin, but prominently, here’s where Irish and Italian blood meet.

Why? Previous to the Mexicans and African-Americans who harvested Monmouth County

crops, the Italians were in the fields with the Irishmen and working the horse farms alongside

them. Recently, I asked my mother how they all ended up with the Irish. She said, “The Italian

men were too bossy. We’d had enough of that. We didn’t want men bossing us all around.” Of

course they didn’t. If there was bossing to be done, the Zerilli girls would be doing it, although

somewhat surreptitiously. My aunt Eda told me, “Daddy wanted three boys but he got three

girls instead, so he raised us tough like men.” That, I suppose, explains some of it.As a child, I

would return from dinner at my aunt Dora’s house exhausted, my ears ringing. Anything more

celebratory than dinner and you were taking your life into your hands. You would be fed ’til

stuffed, sung and shouted at ’til deaf and danced with ’til dust. Now, as they all move brazenly

into their nineties, it continues. Where did it come from? What is the source of their unrelenting

energy and optimism? What power has been sucked from the spheres and sent coursing

through their tiny little Italian bones? Who set it all in motion?His name was Anthony Alexander

Andrew Zerilli. He came to America around the turn of the century from Vico Equense, a

stone’s throw from Naples in southern Italy, at the age of twelve; settled in San Francisco; and

found his way east, graduating from City College to become a lawyer at 303 West Forty-

Second Street, New York City. He was my grandfather. He served three years in the navy, had

three wives, spent three years in Sing Sing prison for embezzlement (supposedly taking the

rap for another relative). He ended up on top of a green and gracious hill in Englishtown, New

Jersey. He had some money. I have pictures of my mother and her family decked out in

impeccable whites in Newport, Rhode Island, in the thirties. He went broke in jail. Their mother,

not well, went MIA back in Brooklyn, abandoning my mom and her sisters, then still teenagers,

to live alone and make their own way at the farmhouse where they raised themselves.As a

child, this modest farmhouse was a mansion on a hill to me, a citadel of wealth and culture. My

grandfather had paintings, good ones. He collected religious art, robes and antique furniture.

He had a piano in his living room. He traveled, appeared worldly and just a little dissolute. With

gray hair and huge dark circles under big brown Italian eyes, he was a short man with a



thunderous baritone, a voice that when cast your way brought with it the fear of God. He often

sat, an old Italian prince, on a thronelike chair in his den. His third wife, Fifi, sat knitting just

across the room. Tightly dressed, made up and perfumed enough to knock you out, she would

plant a huge red lipstick kiss, bringing a warmth to my cheek every time we dropped by. Then

from the throne it would come, rolling the “Br” out to infinity, adding and emphasizing an “a,”

surfing long and low on the “u,” then just touching the “ce”:

“BAAAARRRRUUUUUUUUUUUCE . . . Come here!” I knew what was coming next. In one

hand, he held a dollar. I received this dollar every Sunday but I had to go get it. I had to deal

with what he had in his other hand: the “pinch of death.” As you reached for the dollar, he would

grab you with the other hand, pinching your cheek between his thumb and the first knuckle of

his forefinger. First, the incredibly tight eye-watering pinch, followed by a slow upward twisting

motion, abruptly shifting to a downward reverse circular tug. (I’m caterwauling now.) And then

the release, a quick flourishing pull, away, out and back, finishing with a snapping of his fingers,

accompanied by a hearty laughing, “BAAAARRRRUUUUUUUUUUCE . . . WHAT’S THE

MATTER?” Then, the dollar.At Sunday dinner, he held court, yelling, ordering, discussing the

events of the day at the top of his voice. It was a show. Some might have thought it

overbearing, but to me, this little Italian man was a giant! Something made him seem grand,

important, not a part of the passive-aggressive, wandering, lost male tribe that populated much

of the rest of my life. He was a Neapolitan force of nature! So what if he got into a little trouble?

The real world was full of trouble, and if you wanted, if you hungered, you’d better be ready for

it. You’d best be ready to stake your claim and not let go because “they” were not going to give

it to you for free. You would have to risk . . . and to pay. His love of living, the intensity of his

presence, his engagement in the day and his dominion over his family made him a unique

male figure in my life. He was exciting, scary, theatrical, self-mythologizing, bragging . . . like a

rock star! Otherwise, when you left the house at the top of the hill, as soon as you hit roadside

pavement, in my family, WOMEN RULED THE WORLD! They allowed the men the illusion of

thinking they were in command, but the most superficial observation would tell you they

couldn’t keep up. The Irishmen needed MAMA! Anthony, on his hilltop, needed Fifi, HOT

MAMA! There was a big difference.Anthony had separated from Adelina Rosa, his first wife,

from an arranged marriage, while they were in their twenties. She had been sent to the United

States as a young girl from Sorrento to be an old-world bride. She lived for eighty-plus years in

the United States and never spoke a sentence of English. When you walked into her room, you

walked into Old Italy. The holy beads, the fragrances, the religious items, the quilts, the dusky

sunlight reflecting off another place and time. She, I’m sure, unfortunately, played the

“Madonna” role to Anthony’s other inamoratas.My grandmother suffered mightily from the

divorce, never remarried and had little to do with the world at large again. She and Anthony

were never in the same room with each other for a long, long time. Not at funerals, not at

weddings, not at family gatherings. Every Sunday after church when I visited my aunt Dora’s,

she’d be there in her hairnet and shawls, scented exotically and cooking delicious Italian

dishes. She’d greet me, smiling, with hugs and kisses, murmuring Italian blessings. Then one

day, on the hill, Fifi died.Sixty years after their divorce, Anthony and Adelina reunited. Sixty

years later! They lived together in their “mansion” for ten years, until Anthony died. After my

grandfather’s death, in the summers, I would ride my bicycle from Colts Neck to Englishtown

and visit. She was usually there alone, and we would sit in the kitchen, conversing in a

smattering of broken English and Italian. She claimed she only went with the old man to protect

her children’s inheritance . . . maybe so. She died peacefully and wit sharp at the age of 101,

having seen the invention of the automobile and the plane and men walk on the moon in her



lifetime.Anthony and Adelina’s house on the hill remained in a state of suspended animation for

twenty-five years. When I walked through it as a fifty-year-old man, it was exactly as it had

been when I was eight. To the sisters . . . it was hallowed ground. Finally, my cousin Frank, the

jitterbug champ, who taught me my first chords on the guitar and whose son, Frank Jr., played

with me in the Sessions Band, moved in with his family and filled the house with children and

Italian cooking again.The power of the “pinch of death” has been handed down to my aunt

Dora, who has developed her own version, the “headlock of doom.” This little five-foot-two,

ninety-year-old Italian lady could rip your neck into permanent whiplash or kick the ass of

Randy “Macho Man” Savage should he be foolish enough to bend down for a kiss. While I no

longer fear Big Daddy’s “pinch of death,” still, on many nights, right around eight thirty, Anthony

lives . . . as the house lights go dark, the backstage curtain opens and I hear that long, drawn-

out . . . “BAAAARRRRUUUUUUUCE.”Work, faith, family: this is the Italian credo handed down

by my mother and her sisters. They live it. They believe it. They believe it even though these

very tenets have crushingly let them down. They preach it, though never stridently, and are

sure it is all we have between life, love and the void that devours husbands, children, family

members and friends. There is a strength, fear and desperate joy in all this hard spirit and soul

that naturally found its way into my work. We the Italians push until we can go no further; stand

strong until our bones give way; reach and hold until our muscles fatigue; twist, shout and

laugh until we can no more, until the end. This is the religion of the Zerilli sisters, handed down

by the hard lessons of Papa and the grace of God and for which we are daily

thankful.FIVETHE IRISHIn my family we had aunts who howled during family gatherings;

cousins who left school in the sixth grade, went home and never left the house again; and men

who pulled hair from their bodies and heads, leaving great gaping patches of baldness, all

within our little half block. During thunderstorms, my grandmother would grab me by the hand

and rush me past the church to my aunt Jane’s house. There, the gathering of women and their

black magic would commence. Prayers were murmured as my aunt Jane threw holy water over

all of us from a small bottle. With each flash of lightning, the quiet hysteria would ratchet up a

notch, until it seemed like God himself was about to blast us off our little corner. Folktales were

told of lightning fatalities. Someone made the mistake of telling me the safest place in a

lightning storm was in a car because of the grounding of the rubber tires. After that, at the first

sound of thunder, I caterwauled until my parents would take me in the car until the storm

subsided. I then proceeded to write about cars for the rest of my life. As a child, all of this was

simply mysterious, embarrassing and ordinary. It had to be. These were the people I loved.We

are the afflicted. A lot of trouble came in the blood of my people who hailed from the Emerald

Isle. My great-great-grandmother Ann Garrity left Ireland at fourteen in 1852 with two sisters,

aged twelve and ten. This was five years after the potato famine devastated much of Ireland,

and she settled in Freehold. I don’t know where it started, but a serious strain of mental illness

drifts through those of us who are here, seeming to randomly pick off a cousin, an aunt, a son,

a grandma and, unfortunately, my dad.I haven’t been completely fair to my father in my songs,

treating him as an archetype of the neglecting, domineering parent. It was an East of Eden

recasting of our relationship, a way of “universalizing” my childhood experience. Our story is

much more complicated. Not in the details of what happened, but in the “why” of it all.My

FatherTo a child, the bars of Freehold were citadels of mystery, filled with mean magic,

uncertainty, and the possibility of violence. Stopped at a red light on Throckmorton Street one

evening, my sister and I witnessed two men on the concrete outside of the local taproom

beating each other toward what seemed certain death. Shirts were torn; men surrounded,

shouting; one man held the other by his hair as he straddled his chest, delivering vicious blows



to his face. Blood mixed deeply around the man’s mouth as he desperately defended himself,

his back to the pavement. My mother said, “Don’t look.” The light changed and we drove

on.When you walked through barroom doors in my hometown, you entered the mystical realm

of men. On the rare night my mother would call my father home, we would slowly drive through

town until we drew to a stop outside of a single lit door. She’d point and say, “Go in and get

your father.” Entering my father’s public sanctuary filled me with a thrill and fear. I’d been given

license by my mom to do the unthinkable: interrupt my pop while he was in sacred space. I’d

push open the door, dodging men who towered over me on their way out. I stood waist-high to

them at best, so when I entered the barroom I felt like a Jack who’d climbed some dark

beanstalk, ending up in a land of familiar but frightening giants. On the left, lining the wall, lay a

row of booths filled with secret assignations, barroom lovers, and husband-and-wife tag-team

drinkers. On the right were stools filled by a barricade of broad working-class backs, rolling-

thunder murmuring, clinking glasses, unsettling adult laughter and very, very few women. I’d

stand there, drinking in the dim smell of beer, booze, blues and aftershave; nothing in the outer

world of home smelled remotely like it. Schlitz and Pabst Blue Ribbon ruled, with the blue

ribbon stamped on the bartender’s pouring spout as the golden elixir was slid expertly into

tilted glasses that were then set with a hard knock on the wooden bar. There I stood, a small

spirit reminder of what a lot of these men were spending a few moments trying to forget—work,

responsibility, the family, the blessings and burdens of an adult life. Looking back, it was a mix

of mostly average guys who simply needed to let off a little steam at the end of the week and a

few others, moved by harder things, who didn’t know where to draw the line.Finally, someone

would notice a small interloper amongst them and bemusedly draw me over to my dad. My

view from the floor was bar stool, black shoes, white socks, work trousers, haunches and

powerful legs, work belt, then the face, slightly discolored and misshapen by alcohol, peering

down through cigarette smoke as I uttered the immortal words “Mom wants you to come

home.” There would be no introductions to friends, no pat on the head, no soft intonation of

voice or tousle of the hair, just “Go outside, I’ll be right out.” I’d follow my bread crumb trail back

out the barroom door into the cool evening air, into my town, which felt somehow so welcoming

and hostile. Drifting to the curb, I’d hop into the backseat and inform my mother, “He’ll be right

out.”I was not my father’s favorite citizen. As a boy I figured it was just the way men were,

distant, uncommunicative, busy within the currents of the grown-up world. As a child you don’t

question your parents’ choices. You accept them. They are justified by the godlike status of

parenthood. If you aren’t spoken to, you’re not worth the time. If you’re not greeted with love

and affection, you haven’t earned it. If you’re ignored, you don’t exist. Control over your own

behavior is the only card you have to play in the hope of modifying theirs. Maybe you have to

be tougher, stronger, more athletic, smarter, in some way better . . . who knows? One evening

my father was giving me a few boxing lessons in the living room. I was flattered, excited by his

attention and eager to learn. Things were going well. And then he threw a few open-palmed

punches to my face that landed just a little too hard. It stung; I wasn’t hurt, but a line had been

crossed. I knew something was being communicated. We had slipped into the dark nether land

beyond father and son. I sensed what was being said: I was an intruder, a stranger, a

competitor in our home and a fearful disappointment. My heart broke and I crumpled. He

walked away in disgust.When my dad looked at me, he didn’t see what he needed to see. This

was my crime. My best friend in the neighborhood was Bobby Duncan. He’d ride with his pop

every Saturday night to Wall Stadium for the stock car races. At five o’clock sharp a halt would

be called to whatever endeavor we were involved in and at six, right after dinner, he’d come

bounding down the front steps of his home two doors down, shirt pressed, hair Brylcreemed,



followed by his pop. Into the Ford and off they’d go to Wall Stadium . . . that tire-screeching,

high-octane heaven where families bonded over local madmen in garage-built American steel

either roaring round and round in insane circles or at field’s center smashing the hell out of one

another in the weekly demolition derby. For the demo, all you needed was a football helmet, a

seat belt and something you were willing to wreck to take your place amongst the chosen . . .

Wall Stadium, that smoky, rubber-burning circle of love where families came together in

common purpose and things were as God intended them. I stood exiled from my father’s love

AND hot rod heaven!Unfortunately, my dad’s desire to engage with me almost always came

after the nightly religious ritual of the “sacred six-pack.” One beer after another in the pitch dark

of our kitchen. It was always then that he wanted to see me and it was always the same. A few

moments of feigned parental concern for my well-being followed by the real deal: the hostility

and raw anger toward his son, the only other man in the house. It was a shame. He loved me

but he couldn’t stand me. He felt we competed for my mother’s affections. We did. He also saw

in me too much of his real self. My pop was built like a bull, always in work clothes; he was

strong and physically formidable. Toward the end of his life, he fought back from death many

times. Inside, however, beyond his rage, he harbored a gentleness, timidity, shyness and a

dreamy insecurity. These were all the things I wore on the outside and the reflection of these

qualities in his boy repelled him. It made him angry. It was “soft.” And he hated “soft.” Of course,

he’d been brought up “soft.” A mama’s boy, just like me.One evening at the kitchen table, late in

life, when he was not well, he told me a story of being pulled out of a fight he was having in the

school yard. My grandmother had walked over from our house and dragged him home. He

recounted his humiliation and said, eyes welling . . . “I was winning . . . I was winning.” He still

didn’t understand he could not be risked. He was the one remaining, living child. My

grandmother, confused, could not realize her untempered love was destroying the men she

was raising. I told him I understood, that we had been raised by the same woman in some of

the most formative years of our lives and suffered many of the same humiliations. However,

back in the days when our relationship was at its most tempestuous, these things remained

mysteries and created a legacy of pain and misunderstanding.In 1962, my youngest sister,

Pam, was born. I was twelve. My mom was thirty-six. That was pretty late to be pregnant in

those days. It was wonderful. My mother was a miracle. I loved the maternity clothes. My sister

Virginia and I would sit in the living room in the final months of her pregnancy, our hands

resting upon her stomach, waiting for our new little sister to kick. The whole house was caught

up in the excitement of Pam’s birth and our family came together. With my mom in the hospital,

my dad stepped up and took care of us, burning breakfast, helping us get dressed for school

(sending me there in my mother’s blouse, to Virginia’s roaring laughter). The house lit up.

Children bring with them grace, patience, transcendence, second chances, rebirth and a

reawakening of the love that’s in your heart and present in your home. They are God giving you

another shot. My teenage years with my father were still not great but there was always the

light of my little sister Pam, living proof of the love in our family. I was enchanted with her. I was

thankful for her. I changed her diapers, rocked her to sleep, ran to her side if she cried, held her

in my arms and forged a bond that exists to this day.My grandmother, now very ill, slept in the

room adjoining mine. One night at the age of three, Pam left my parents’ room and for the only

time in her young life climbed into my grandmother’s bed. She slept there all night, lying beside

my grandmother as she died. In the morning, my mother checked on my grandma and she was

still. When I came home from school that day, my world collapsed. Tears, grief, weren’t enough.

I wanted death. I needed to join her. Even as a teenager, I could not imagine a world without

her. It was a black hole, an Armageddon; nothing meant anything, life was drained. My



existence went blank. The world was a fraud, a shadow of itself. The only thing that saved me

was my little sis and my new interest in music.Now things got strange. My father’s generally

quiet desperation led to paranoid delusion. I had a teenage Russian friend he thought was a

“spy.” We lived a block away from the Puerto Rican neighborhood. My father was sure my

mother was having an affair. As I came in after school one day, he broke down in tears at the

kitchen table. He told me he needed someone to talk to. He had no one. At forty-five he was

friendless, and due to my pop’s insecurities, there was never another man in our home except

me. He spilled his heart out to me. It shocked me, made me feel uncomfortable and strangely

wonderful. He showed himself to me, mess that he was. It was one of the greatest days of my

teenage life. He needed a “man” friend and I was the only game in town. I comforted him the

best I could. I was only sixteen and we were both in way over our heads. I told him I was sure

he was wrong and that my mother’s love and dedication to him was complete. It was, but he

had lost his grip on reality and was inconsolable. Later that evening I told my mother and for

the first time we had to confront the fact my father was truly ill.Things were complicated by

some strange occurrences around our home. One Saturday night someone shot a bullet

through the window of our front door, leaving a perfect slug-size hole in the glass seconds after

I’d just walked up to bed. The police were constantly pulling in and out of our driveway and my

father said he had been involved with some labor trouble at work. These occurrences fed all of

our paranoid fantasies and created an atmosphere of terrible unease throughout our

household.My sister Virginia became pregnant at seventeen, and no one realized it until she

was six months along! In her senior year she dropped out of high school, was tutored at home

and married her boyfriend and the father of her child, Mickey Shave. Mickey was an arrogant,

leather-jacketed, bull-riding, fighting greaser from Lakewood and eventually all-around great

guy. He traveled the competitive rodeo circuit from Jersey to Texas in the late sixties.

(Unbeknownst to most, Jersey is home to the longest consecutively running rodeo in the

United States, Cowtown, and once you hit the southern part of the state, there’s more cowboy

there than one might think.) My steadfast sister moved south to Lakewood after trouble brought

its consequences, had a beautiful son and began to live the working-class life of my

parents.Virginia, who had never boiled water, washed a dish or swept a floor, became the

toughest. She had soul, intelligence, humor and beauty. In months, her life changed. She

became a hard-core Irish workingwoman. Mickey worked in construction, suffered through the

recession of the late seventies when building ceased in Central Jersey, lost his job and took

work as a janitor at the local high school. My sister worked the floor at K-Mart. They raised two

lovely young men and a beautiful daughter and now have a slew of grandkids. At that young

age and on her own, she found the strength my mother and her sisters have always carried

with them. She became a living incarnation of Jersey soul; I wrote “The River” in her and my

brother-in-law’s honor.SIXMY MOTHERI wake in the half-morning light to the sound of weight

on the steps leading up to the small landing outside of my bedroom. A door creaks, a turn, a

squeak, the running faucet, then the sound of water moving through the pipes in the wall

between my room and our bathroom, a turn, then silence, a click, the sound of plastic on

porcelain, my mother’s makeup case on the sink, time . . . then the last-minute rustling of

garments before the mirror. These are the sounds that greet me every morning of my teenage

life at 68 South Street. They are the sounds of my mother getting ready for work, preparing to

present herself to the world, the outside world, which she respects and where she is confident

she has duties to fulfill. To a child these are the sounds of mystery, ritual and reassurance. I

can still hear them.My first bedroom was on the second floor, off the back of our house, over

the kitchen. A lazy turn to my right in bed and through my window I had a perfect view of my



dad on fifteen-degree mornings down in the yard, back to the frozen ground, cursing and

grumbling underneath one of our junkers, that he might get ’er running and make work . . .

brrrrrrrr. I had no heat in my room, but there was a small iron grate on the floor I could open or

close over the gas jets of the kitchen stove on the east-facing wall. As physics has taught us,

heat rises. Hallelujah! For in our first years on South Street those four jets provided me my only

warmth and salvation through many a cold New Jersey winter. A voice calling, two half notes, a

step up and a rise to the whole note, shouting through the grate, “Bruce, get up.” I plead

unmusically, “Turn on the stove.” Ten minutes later, with the smell of breakfast cooking on the

kitchen gas burners, the edge has come off of my icebox and I roll out of bed into the cool and

unwelcoming morning. This will change when, with my little sister at her side, my grandmother

dies in the room next to mine. At sixteen, I will be visited by a black melancholy I never dreamt

existed. But . . . I’ll inherit Grandma’s room—heat!—and the early-morning symphony of my

mother preparing for work.I get up pretty easy. If I don’t, my mom hits me with a glass of cold

water, a technique she’s refined from dragging my father out of bed to the job. My sister

Virginia and I are at the kitchen table, toast, eggs, Sugar Pops; I snow more sugar on, and we

all hustle out the door. A kiss and we’re off to school, lumbering with our book bags up the

street, my mom’s high heels clicking lightly in the other direction, toward town.She goes to

work, she does not miss a day, she is never sick, she is never down, she never complains.

Work does not appear to be a burden for her but a source of energy and pleasure. Up to Main

Street and through the modern glass doors of Lawyers Title Inc. she glides. She walks the long

aisle to her desk, farthest in the rear and closest to Mr. Farrell. My mom is a legal secretary. Mr.

Farrell is her boss and the head of the agency. She is secretary numero uno!As a child, I

delight in my visits here. Alone, I wheel my way through the door to be greeted by a smile from

the receptionist. She makes a call to my mom and I’m given permission to walk the aisle. The

perfumes, the crisp white blouses, whispering skirts and stockings of the secretaries coming

out of their cubicles to greet me as I stand exactly breast high, feigning innocence while being

hugged and kissed upon my crown. I walk this gauntlet of pure pleasure until I end up back at

my mother’s desk in a perfumed trance. There I’m greeted by “Philly,” the beauty queen of

Lawyers Title, a knockout and the last stop before my mom. She has me shy and speechless

until my mother comes to my rescue, then my mom and I spend a few minutes together as she

entertains me with her typing skills. Tick-tack, tick-tack, tick-tack, keys hitting the margin, then

the typewriter’s decisive bell, slide and bang as her fingers, flying, continue to type out the vital

correspondence of Lawyers Title Inc. This is followed by a lesson on copy paper and a crash

course on getting rid of unwanted ink smudges as I stand fascinated. This is important stuff!

The business of Lawyers Title—and essential business it is to the life of our town—has been

momentarily suspended for me!Occasionally I’ll even see “the Man” himself. My mother and I

will wander into his wood-paneled office, where Mr. Farrell will sternly tousle my hair, say a few

kind words and send me on my privileged way. Some days, come five o’clock, I’ll meet my

mother at closing time and we will be amongst the last to leave. With the building empty, its

fluorescent lights out, its cubicles deserted and the evening sun shining through the glass

doors and reflecting off the hard linoleum floor of the entryway, it’s as if the building itself is

silently resting from its daily efforts in the service of our town. My mother’s high heels echo

down the empty aisle and we are out onto the street. She strides along statuesque, demanding

respect; I am proud, she is proud. It’s a wonderful world, a wonderful feeling. We are

handsome, responsible members of this one-dog burg pulling our own individual weight, doing

what has to be done. We have a place here, a reason to open our eyes at the break of day and

breathe in a life that is steady and good.Truthfulness, consistency, professionalism, kindness,



compassion, manners, thoughtfulness, pride in yourself, honor, love, faith in and fidelity to your

family, commitment, joy in your work and a never-say-die thirst for life. These are some of the

things my mother taught me and that I struggle to live up to. And beyond these . . . she was my

protector, stepping literally into the breach between my father and me on the nights his illness

got the best of him. She would cajole, yell, plead and command that the raging stop . . . and I

protected her. Once, in the middle of the night, my father returning from another lost evening at

the tavern, I heard them violently arguing in the kitchen. I lay in bed; I was frightened for her

and myself. I was no more than nine or ten but I left my room and came down the stairs with

my baseball bat. They were standing in the kitchen, my father’s back to me, my mother inches

away from his face while he was yelling at the top of his lungs. I shouted at him to stop. Then I

let him have it square between his broad shoulders, a sick thud, and everything grew quiet. He

turned, his face barroom red; the moment lengthened, then he started laughing. The argument

stopped; it became one of his favorite stories and he’d always tell me, “Don’t let anybody hurt

your mom.”As a young girl of twenty-three, she struggled with the early years of motherhood,

ceding far too much control to my grandmother, but by the time I was six or seven, without my

mother, there was nothing. No family, no stability, no life. She couldn’t heal my dad or leave

him, but she did everything else. My mother was a puzzle. Born into a relatively well-off family,

used to much of life’s good things, she married into a life of near poverty and servitude. My

aunts once told me that when she was young, they called her “Queenie” because she was so

spoiled. They said she never lifted a finger. Huh? Are we talking about the same woman? If this

is so, this was someone I’d never met. My dad’s family treated her like the help. My father could

be sitting, smoking at the kitchen table, and his parents would call on my mother to go to the

store, get the kerosene for the stove, drive them and our relatives where they needed to go—

and she did it. She served them. She was the only person my grandmother would allow to

bathe her in the last corrosive months of her cancer. She covered for my dad constantly,

bringing home the bacon on countless mornings when, depressed, he simply couldn’t get

himself out of bed. She spent her life doing it. Her whole life. It was never over. There was

always one more heartache, one more task. How did she express her frustration? With

appreciation for the love and home she had, a gentle kindness to her children and more work.

What penance was she doing? What did she get out of it? Her family? Atonement? She was a

child of divorce, abandonment, prison; she loved my dad and maybe knowing she had the

security of a man who would not, could not, leave her was enough. The price, however, was

steep.At our house, there were no dates, no restaurants or nights out on the town. My father

had neither the inclination, the money nor the health for a normal married social life. I never

saw the inside of a restaurant until I was well into my twenties and by then, I was intimidated by

any high school maître d’ at the local diner. Their deep love and attraction and yet the dramatic

gulf between my mother and father’s personalities was always a mystery to me. My mother

would read romance novels and swoon to the latest hits on the radio. My dad would go so far

as to explain to me that love songs on the radio were part of a government ploy to get you to

marry and pay taxes. My mother and her two sisters have an unending faith in people, are

social creatures who will merrily make conversation with a broom handle. My father was a

misanthrope who shunned most of humankind. At the tavern, I’d often find him sitting solitarily

at the end of the bar. He claimed to believe in a world that was filled with crooks out for a buck.

“Nobody’s any good, and so what if they are.”My mother showered me with affection. The love I

missed from my father she tried to double up on and, perhaps, find the love she missed from

my dad. All I know is she always had my back. When I was hauled into the police station for a

variety of minor infractions, she was always there to take me back home. She came to my



countless baseball games, both when I stunk up the place and the one season lightning struck

and I turned into a real fielding, hitting player, with my name in the papers. She got me my first

electric guitar, encouraged my music and fawned over my early creative writing. She was a

parent, and that’s what I needed as my world was about to explode.SEVENTHE BIG BANG

(HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS . . .)In the beginning there was a great darkness upon the

Earth. There was Christmas and your birthday but beyond that all was a black endless

authoritarian void. There was nothing to look forward to, nothing to look back upon, no future,

no history. It was all a kid could do to make it to summer vacation.Then, in a moment of light,

blinding as a universe birthing a billion new suns, there was hope, sex, rhythm, excitement,

possibility, a new way of seeing, of feeling, of thinking, of looking at your body, of combing your

hair, of wearing your clothes, of moving and of living. There was a joyous demand made, a

challenge, a way out of this dead-to-life world, this small-town grave with all the people I dearly

loved and feared buried in it alongside of me.THE BARRICADES HAVE BEEN STORMED!! A

FREEDOM SONG HAS BEEN SUNG!! THE BELLS OF LIBERTY HAVE RUNG!! A HERO

HAS COME. THE OLD ORDER HAS BEEN OVERTHROWN! The teachers, the parents, the

fools so sure they knew THE WAY—THE ONLY WAY—to build a life, to have an impact on

things and to make a man or woman out of yourself, have been challenged. A HUMAN ATOM

HAS JUST SPLIT THE WORLD IN TWO!The small part of the world I inhabit has stumbled

upon an irreversible moment. Somewhere in between the mundane variety acts on a routine

Sunday night in the year of our Lord 1956 . . . THE REVOLUTION HAS BEEN TELEVISED!!

Right underneath the nose of the guardians of all that “IS,” who, if they were aware of the

powers they were about to unleash, would call out the national gestapo to SHUT THIS SHIT

DOWN!! . . . or . . . SIGN IT UP QUICK!! As a matter of fact, the arbiter of public taste in

circa-1950s USA, “MC” ED SULLIVAN, was not initially going to let this Southern, sexually

depraved hick sully the American consciousness and his stage. Once the genie had been let

out of the bottle on national television . . . IT WOULD BE OVER! THE NATION WOULD FOLD!

And we the great unwashed, the powerless, the marginalized, THE KIDS! . . . would want . . .

MORE. More life, more love, more sex, more faith, more hope, more action, more truth, more

power, more “get down in the gutter, spit on me, Jesus, teach my blind eyes to SEE” REAL-

LIFE RELIGION!! Most of all, we would want more ROCK ’N’ ROLL!!The polite charade, the

half-assed circus acts, the anemic singers, the bloodless (and often highly enjoyable) shit that

passed for entertainment would be revealed for what it was.In the end, ratings and money did

the talking and Ed (actually, on Elvis’s first appearance, Charles Laughton, covering for Ed,

who’d been waylaid by a car accident) did the walking, right out to the center of his stage to

cough out, “Ladies and gentlemen . . . Elvis Presley.” Seventy million Americans that night were

exposed to this hip-shaking human earthquake. A fearful nation was protected from itself by the

CBS cameramen, who were told to shoot “the kid” only from the waist up. No money shots! No

shifting, grinding, joyfully thrusting crotch shots. It didn’t matter. It was all there in his eyes, his

face, the face of a Saturday night jukebox Dionysus, the shimmying eyebrows and rocking

band. A riot ensued. Women, young girls and many men, screaming for what the cameras

refused to show, for what their very timidity confirmed and promised . . . ANOTHER WORLD . . .

the one below your waist and above your heart . . . a world that had been previously and

rigorously denied was being PROVEN TO EXIST! It was a world with all of us in it . . .

together . . . all of us. HE HAD TO BE STOPPED!And of course, in the end, he was stopped.

But not before the money got made and the secret slipped out from between his lips and his

hips that this, this life, this “everything” you know is a mere paper construction. You, my TV

dinner–sucking, glazed-eyed friends, are living in . . . THE MATRIX . . . and all you have to do to



see the real world, God and Satan’s glorious kingdom on Earth, all you have to do to taste real

life is to risk being your true self . . . to dare . . . to watch . . . to listen . . . to all the late-night

staticky-voiced deejays playing “race” records blowing in under the radar, shouting their tinny

AM radio manifesto, their stations filled with poets, geniuses, rockers, bluesmen, preachers,

philosopher kings, speaking to YOU from deep in the heart of your own soul. Their voices sing,

“Listen . . . listen to what this world is telling you, for it is calling for your love, your rage, your

beauty, your sex, your energy, your rebellion . . . because it needs YOU in order to remake

itself. In order to be reborn into something else, something maybe better, more godly, more

wonderful, it needs US.”This new world is a world of black and white. A place of freedom where

the two most culturally powerful tribes in American society find common ground, pleasure and

joy in each other’s presence. Where they use a common language to speak with . . . to BE with

one another.A “human being” proposed this, helped bring it to pass, a “boy,” a nobody, a

national disgrace, a joke, a gimmick, a clown, a magician, a guitar man, a prophet, a visionary?

Visionaries are a dime a dozen . . . This was a man who didn’t see it coming . . . he WAS it

coming, and without him, white America, you would not look or act or think the way you do.A

precursor of vast cultural change, a new kind of man, of modern human, blurring racial lines

and gender lines and having . . . FUN! . . . FUN! . . . the real kind. The life-blessing, wall-

destroying, heart-changing, mind-opening bliss of a freer, more liberated existence. FUN . . . it

is waiting for you, Mr. and Mrs. Everyday American, and guess what? It is your birthright.A

“man” did this. A “man” searching for something new. He willed it into existence. Elvis’s great

act of love rocked the country and was an early echo of the coming civil rights movement. He

was the kind of new American whose “desires” would bring his goals to fruition. He was a

singer, a guitar player who loved black musical culture, recognized its artistry, its mastery, its

power, and yearned for intimacy with it. He served his nation in the army. He made some bad

movies and a few good ones, threw away his talent, found it again, had a great comeback and,

in true American fashion, died an untimely and garish death. He was not an “activist,” not a

John Brown, not a Martin Luther King Jr., not a Malcolm X. He was a showman, an entertainer,

an imaginer of worlds, an unbelievable success, an embarrassing failure and a fount of modern

action and ideas. Ideas that would soon change the shape and future of the nation. Ideas

whose time had come, that challenged us to decide if we would all be attending a funeral of

national destruction and decline or dancing while birthing the next part of the American story.I

don’t know what his thoughts were on race. I don’t know whether he thought about the broader

implications of his actions. I do know this is what he did: lived a life he was driven to live and

brought forth the truth that was within him and the possibilities within us. How many of us can

say that? That we committed all of ourselves to something? Dismissed as a national joke, he

held out a dream of the kind of country this could be, and soon we would go there . . . kicking,

screaming, lynching, burning, bombing, saving, preaching, fighting, marching, praying, singing,

hating and loving our way forward.When it was over that night, those few minutes, when the

man with the guitar vanished in a shroud of screams, I sat there transfixed in front of the

television set, my mind on fire. I had the same two arms, two legs, two eyes; I looked hideous

but I’d figure that part out . . . so what was missing? THE GUITAR!! He was hitting it, leaning on

it, dancing with it, screaming into it, screwing it, caressing it, swinging it on his hips and, once

in a while, even playing it! The master key, the sword in the stone, the sacred talisman, the staff

of righteousness, the greatest instrument of seduction the teenage world had ever known,

the . . . the . . . “ANSWER” to my alienation and sorrow, it was a reason to live, to try to

communicate with the other poor souls stuck in the same position I was. And . . . they sold ’em

right downtown at the Western Auto store!The next day I convinced my mom to take me to



Diehl’s Music on South Street in Freehold. There, with no money to spend, we rented a guitar. I

took it home. Opened its case. Smelled its wood (still one of the sweetest and most promising

smells in the world), felt its magic, sensed its hidden power. I held it in my arms, ran my fingers

over its strings, held the real tortoiseshell guitar pick in between my teeth, tasted it, took a few

weeks of music lessons . . . and quit. It was TOO FUCKIN’ HARD! Mike Diehl, guitarist and

owner of Diehl’s Music, didn’t have any idea how to teach whatever Elvis was doing to a young

shouter who wanted to sing the elementary school blues. Despite incredible access to these

amazing machines, he remained clueless about their real power. Earthbound like everyone

else in 1950s America, he was all “Buzzing on the B string,” staff paper and hours of

stupendously boring technique. I WANTED . . . I NEEDED . . . TO ROCK! NOW! I still can’t read

music to this day, and back then, my seven-year-old fingers couldn’t even get around that big

fret board. Frustrated and embarrassed, shortly, I told my mom it was a no-go. There was no

sense wasting her hard-earned cash.The sunny morning I had to return the guitar, I stood in

front of six or so of the neighborhood guys and gals in my backyard. I gave my first and last

show for quite a while: I held the guitar . . . I shook it . . . I shouted at it . . . I banged on it . . . I

sang voodoo nonsense . . . I did everything but play it . . . all to their laughter and great

amusement. I sucked. It was a joyful and silly-assed pantomime. That afternoon, sad but a little

relieved, I dropped the guitar off back at Diehl’s Music. It was over for now, but for a moment,

just a moment, in front of those kids in my backyard . . . I smelled blood.EIGHTRADIO DAYSMy

mom loved music, Top 40 music; the radio was always on in the car and in the kitchen in the

morning. From Elvis on out, my sister and I shuffled out of bed and downstairs to be greeted by

the hit records of the day pouring out of the tiny radio that sat on the top of our refrigerator.

Slowly, certain songs caught my attention. At first it was the novelty records—the Olympics,

“Western Movies”; the Coasters, “Along Came Jones”—the great narrative clowning records

where the groups let loose with rock ’n’ roll comedy and sounded like they were just having fun.

I wore out the jukebox at our local luncheonette pumping it full of my mom’s dimes to hear

Sheb Wooley’s “The Purple People Eater” over and over again (“Mr. Purple People Eater,

what’s your line? . . . Eatin’ purple people and it sure is fine”). I stayed up all one summer night

with my tiny Japanese transistor radio tucked under my pillow counting the times they played

Lonnie Donegan’s “Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavor (On the Bedpost

Overnight)?”Records that ultimately held my interest were the ones where the singers sounded

simultaneously happy and sad. The Drifters, “This Magic Moment,” “Saturday Night at the

Movies,” “Up on the Roof”—records that summoned the joy and heartbreak of everyday life.

This music was filled with deep longing, a casually transcendent spirit, mature resignation

and . . . hope . . . hope for that girl, that moment, that place, that night when everything

changes, life reveals itself to you, and you, in turn, are revealed. Records that longed for some

honest place, some place of one’s own . . . the movies, downtown, uptown, up on the roof,

under the boardwalk, out of the sun, out of sight, somewhere above or below the harsh glare of

the adult world. The adult world, that place of dishonesty, deceit, unkindness, where people

slaved, were hurt, compromised, beaten, defeated, where they died—thank you, Lord, but for

now, I’ll take a pass. I’ll take the pop world. A world of romance, metaphor; yes, there is tragedy

(“Teen Angel”!), but there is also immortality, eternal youth, a seven-day weekend and no

adults (“It’s Saturday night and I just got paid. I’m a fool about my money, don’t try to save”). It’s

a paradise of teenage sex where school . . . is permanently out. There, even that great

tragedian Roy Orbison, a man who had to sing his way out of an apocalypse waiting around

every corner, had his “pretty woman” and a home on “Blue Bayou.”Through my mother’s spirit,

love and affection, she imparted to me an enthusiasm for life’s complexities, an insistence on



joy and good times, and the perseverance to see the hard times through. Has there ever been

a more comforting, sadder song than Sam Cooke’s “Good Times”? It’s a vocal performance

steeped in weary self-knowledge and the ways of the world . . . “Get in the groove and let the

good times roll . . . we gonna stay here ’til we soothe our soul . . . if it takes all night long . . .”

Slowly the musical sounds of the late fifties and early sixties drew down into my bones.In those

days if you were broke the only family entertainment you had was a “drive.” Gas was cheap,

thirty cents a gallon, so nightly my grandparents, mother, sister and I cruised the streets to the

outer edges of town. It was our treat and ritual. On warm nights, with the windows in our big

sedan wide open, first we’d roll down Main Street, then on out to the southwest end of town to

the edge of Highway 33, where we’d make our scheduled stop at the Jersey Freeze ice-cream

stand. We’d bounce out of the car and up to the sliding window, where you had your choice of

two flavors . . . count ’em . . . two . . . vanilla and chocolate. I didn’t like either but I loved those

wafer cones. The guy behind the counter who owned the place would save me the broken ones

and sell them to us for five cents or slip me one for free. My sister and I would sit on the hood

of the car in silent ecstasy with the Jersey humidity smothering all sound but for the night

crickets humming in the nearby woods. The yellow outdoor lighting would act like a neon flame

for hundreds of flitting, circling summer bugs. We’d watch as they buzzed the exterior of the

whitewashed ice-cream stand, then we were off and away as the huge plaster Jersey Freeze

ice-cream cone, perched precariously on top of the little cinder-block building, slowly

disappeared in our rear window. We’d ride the back roads to the north end of town, where

scratching the sky in the fields bordering the Monmouth Memorial Home was the town radio

tower. It had three bright red lights rising along its gray steel structure. As our radio glowed with

the otherworldly sound of late-fifties doo-wop, my mother would explain to me that there in the

high grass stood a tall dark giant, invisible against the black night sky. The ascending lights

were merely the shining red “buttons” on his jacket. We would always end our journey with a

ride past the “buttons.” As my eyes grew heavy and we turned toward home, I’d swear I could

see the outline of the giant’s dark figure.’Fifty-Nine, ’60, ’61, ’62, ’63 . . . the beautiful sounds of

American popular music. The calm before the storm of the Kennedy assassination, a quiet

America, of lost lovers’ laments wafting along the airwaves. On the weekend, sometimes the

“ride” would take us all the way to the shore, to the amusements and carnival of Asbury Park or

the quieter beaches of Manasquan. We’d park facing the waters of the inlet. Besides the

kitchen table, the Manasquan Inlet was my dad’s favorite spot in the world. He would sit for

hours alone in the car watching the boats come in from the sea. My sister and I would eat hot

dogs at Carlson’s Corner, changing into our pajamas with a towel wrapped around us on the

beach as my mother stood guard. On the way home we’d stop for a double feature at the Shore

Drive-In, falling asleep in the backseat, to be carried to our beds by my dad once back in

Freehold. As we grew older, we’d step rock by rock out along the dark Manasquan jetty, which

jutted east, disappearing into the night sea. There at jetty’s end we’d stare out into the pitch-

black nothing of the Atlantic, with only the distant sparkling lights of night-charter fishing boats

revealing the horizon line. We’d listen to the ocean waves crashing rhythmically on the shore

far behind us, the sea lapping against the rocks onto our bare and sandy feet. You could hear a

Morse code, a message moving in over that great black expanse of water . . . with the stars

burning the night sky bright above us, you could feel it . . . something British this way

comes.NINETHE SECOND COMINGFrom over the sea, the gods returned, just in time. Rough

days at home. My face exploding with acne, that old bastard and now national hero of mine, Ed

Sullivan, was doing it for me one more time. Let the battle begin. “Ladies and gentlemen, from

England . . . the Beatles!!” Ed said the words “the Beatles” better than anybody else in the



world. He’d wind up on the “the,” quickly punch and emphasize the “Beat,” and then he was

outta there on the “les.” All rushing by me while jolting my system with ten thousand watts of

high-voltage anticipation. I sat there, heart pounding, waiting for the first real look at my new

saviors, waiting to hear the first redemptive notes come peeling off the Rickenbacker, Hofner

and Gibson guitars in their hands. The Beatles . . . The Beatles . . . The Beatles . . . The

Beatles . . . The Beatles . . . The Beatles . . . an “it ain’t no sin to be glad you’re alive” mantra

and simultaneously the worst and most glorious band name in all of rock ’n’ roll history. In

1964, there were no more magical words in the English language (well . . . maybe “Yes, you

can touch me there”).The Beatles. I first laid ears on them while driving with my mom up South

Street, the radio burning brighter before my eyes as it strained to contain the sound, the

harmonies of “I Want to Hold Your Hand.” Why did it sound so different? Why was it so good?

Why was I this excited? My mom dropped me off at home but I ran straight to the bowling alley

on Main Street, where I always spent my first after-school hours hunched over the pool tables

sipping a Coke and eating a Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup. I slammed myself into the phone

booth and called my girlfriend, Jan Seamen. “Have you heard the Beatles?”“Yeah, they’re

cool . . .”My next stop was Newbury’s, the five-and-ten-cent store in the center of town. In the

front door and an immediate right brought you to the tiny corner record section (there were no

record stores in those days in our neck of the woods). There were just a few racks of singles for

forty-nine cents a pop. There were no real albums for me, just a few Mantovani records or

middle-of-the-road vocal artists, maybe a little jazz on the bottom shelf. They were never

looked at. They were for “adults.” The teenage world was a world of pure 45s. A small circular

piece of wax with a half-dollar hole in the center you had to fill with a plastic adapter. Your

record player at home still had three speeds, 78, 45 and 33 RPM. Hence, 45s. The first thing I

found was something called The Beatles with Tony Sheridan and Guests. It was a rip-off. The

Beatles backing some singer I’d never heard of doing “My Bonnie.” I bought it. And listened to

it. It wasn’t great but it was as close as I could get.I went back on a daily basis until I saw IT.

The album cover, the greatest album cover of all time (tied with Highway 61 Revisited). All it

said was Meet the Beatles. That was exactly what I wanted to do. Those four half-shadowed

faces, rock ’n’ roll’s Mount Rushmore, and . . . THE HAIR . . . THE HAIR. What did it mean? It

was a surprise, a shock. You couldn’t see them on the radio. It is almost impossible to explain

today the effect of . . . THE HAIR. The ass whippings, insults, risks, rejections and outsider

status you would have to accept to wear it. In recent years, only the punk revolution of the

seventies would allow small-town kids the ability to physically declare their “otherness,” their

rebellion. In 1964, Freehold was redneck ugly and there was no shortage of guys who were

willing to make their rejection of your fashion choices a physical affair. I ignored the insults,

avoided the physical confrontations as best I could and did what I had to do. Our tribe was

small, maybe two or three in all of my high school, but it would grow to be significant and

mighty, then meaningless . . . but not for a while . . . and in the meantime each sunrise held the

possibility of a showdown. At home all it meant was more fuel for the unpleasant fire burning

between my dad and me. His first response was laughter. It was funny. Then, not so funny.

Then, he got angry. Then, finally, he popped his burning question: “Bruce, are you queer?” He

wasn’t kidding. He’d have to get over it. But first, it would get a lot nastier.• • •At school I made

my way. I only got in one real scrap on my walk home from high school. I’d had enough with the

jokes and squared off against a kid I was sure I could beat in the driveway of a neighborhood

home. We were soon surrounded by a small circle of sensation seekers. Before we started, in

the spirit of full disclosure, he told me he knew karate. I thought to myself, “Bullshit. Who knows

karate in 1966 New Jersey? . . . NO-FUCKING-BODY!” I threw a few haymakers and he caught



me with a perfect karate chop to the Adam’s apple . . . aaarrrrrgh. I spit up. I couldn’t speak. It

was over. Another great victory. We walked the rest of the way home together.That summer,

time moved slowly. Every Wednesday night I sat up in my room charting the weekly top twenty

and if the Beatles were not firmly ensconced each week as lords of all radio, it would drive me

nuts. When “Hello Dolly” grabbed the top spot on the charts week after week, I was beside

myself. Nothing against “Satchmo,” one of the greatest musicians who ever lived, but I was

fourteen and on a different planet. I lived for every Beatles record release. I searched the

newsstands for every magazine with a photo I hadn’t seen and I dreamed . . . dreamed . . .

dreamed . . . that it was me. My curly Italian hair miraculously gone straight, my face clear of

acne and my body squeezed into one of those shiny silver Nehru suits. I’m standing tall in a

pair of Cuban-heeled Beatle boots. It didn’t take me long to figure it out: I didn’t want to meet

the Beatles. I wanted to BE the Beatles.• • •After my father refused to pay a rent hike, we

moved to 68 South Street and had . . . hot water! But to get it, we moved next to a Sinclair gas

station, into another half house. In the half we didn’t occupy lived a Jewish family. My mom and

dad, no racists or anti-Semites, still felt the need to caution my sister and me that these were

folks who . . . DID NOT BELIEVE IN JESUS! Any theological issues were immediately forgotten

when I saw two gorgeous daughters, my new next-door neighbors, who carried with them a

fabulous voluptuousness, full mouths, smooth dark skin and weighted breasts—oy! I

immediately began imagining warm nights on the front porch, their tan legs pouring out of

summer shorts, as we debated the Jesus question. Personally, I would’ve quickly thrown over

our savior of two thousand years for one kiss, one run of an index finger over the coffee-

colored ankle of either of my new neighbors. Unfortunately, I was shy and they were chaste,

still solidly under Yahweh’s and Mom and Pop’s sway. One evening when I did bring up the

Jesus thing, it was like I’d said “fuck.” Sweet palms were quickly raised to rose lips, followed by

red-faced girl giggling. There would be many restless teenage nights at 68 South Street.We

had black friends, though only rarely did we enter each other’s homes. There was a détente in

the streets. The white and black adults were cordial but distant. The children played together.

There was a lot of easy racism amongst the kids. Insults were exchanged. Arguments were

either brushed off, settled by an apology or resolved by a quick beating, depending upon the

severity of the offense and mood of the afternoon; then the games would continue. I ran into

racist kids, kids who learned it at home a few houses down from mine, but I never ran into kids

who wouldn’t play with black kids until I bumped into the middle and upper-middle class. On the

bottom, we were all lumped in together because of physical proximity and the need for another

guy to play the outfield. Fifties racism was so presumed and casual that if a black friend was

excluded from a game one afternoon at our “better” friend’s house, so be it. Nobody took up

the flag. A day later the usual gang, black and white, would all be playing together again and it

would be forgotten . . . by us.I was pals with the Blackwell brothers, Richard and David. David, a

lanky, thin black kid, was my age and we hung out quite a bit. We rode bikes, played ball and

spent a good amount of time together. We fought to see who was toughest. He’d clock me on

the kisser with a couple of good rights and it was over; then we’d go back to playing. His

brother Richard was a little older, tall and one of the coolest things I’d ever seen. He’d

developed his own walk. It was a piece of art: a step forward with one leg and then a slow drag

pulling up the other, a slight bend at the hip, the other arm bent at the elbow, wrist cocked as if

smoking a cigarette in a holder; never in a hurry, he’d stride through the streets of Freehold like

a jazz musician, his face expressionless and his eyes near half-mast. He spoke long and slow.

He’d grace us with a few moments of his time and we’d leave like we’d been blessed by the

pope of cool.Racial tensions at Freehold High exploded into violence. If you entered the wrong



restroom, it was lights-out and a beating. I entered the first-floor restroom one afternoon,

walked up to the latrine next to a black friend. I went to speak. He just looked at the wall and

said, “I can’t talk to you right now.” I was white and he was black; the lines had been drawn,

even amongst neighborhood friends. There would be no communication until it was over, and it

wouldn’t be over for quite a while. The town erupted in rioting. There were harsh words spoken

between two cars at a South Street light and a gun was fired into a car full of black kids. At my

corner sub shop there was a demonstration after an elderly black man had been thrown out

and had fallen and been injured. I stood on my porch watching just two houses down as the

proprietor rushed into a black crowd wielding a meat cleaver. It was taken from him and it was

amazing no one was killed. Someone was chased up onto the porch of the house next to mine

and pushed through the front window. The times they were a-changing . . . the hard

way.TENTHE SHOW MAN (LORD OF THE DANCE)My showmanship skills developed early.

Seasoned by the Zerilli blood that flowed through my veins, I was born 100 percent grade A

ham. So to grab the spotlight before I could play, I DANCED! . . . somewhat. The main thing

was I was willing to risk the ridicule of half of the neighborhood’s population (the male half)

because I’d found out that the other half found a guy who would dance with them to something

other than a bone-grinding slow song enthralling.Bimonthly on Friday nights, St. Rose of Lima

would open up its basement cafeteria and host a heavily chaperoned Catholic Youth

Organization (CYO) dance for its wild-hormoned teens. On the dance floor I already had a

head start. I’d been pulled out onto the living room rug at family gatherings to Twist with my

mom ever since Chubby Checker smashed the hit parade to bits with “The Twist.” (My mom

even took us to the Atlantic City Steel Pier to see Chubby “live” as he lip-synched to his hits.

Then we went across the boardwalk and caught Anita Bryant on the same sun-filled summer

afternoon.) Also I’d been going over to the YMCA Friday night canteen, just fifty steps from the

door of my South Street home. This was absolutely forbidden territory by nuns’ decree, and you

would be racked and tortured in front of the smugly satisfied class of eighth graders on Monday

morning if word leaked out that you’d joined the heathen class and their satanic Friday night

rituals.It was here, high in the shadowy bleachers, that I experienced my first kiss (Maria

Espinosa!), my first dance floor hard-on (unknown, but could as well have been a wet mop)

and the atmosphere of a basketball gym, lights seductively lowered and transformed into a

greasy hardwood-floored wonderland. Before I’d stand on these same boards, strapped with

my sky blue Epiphone guitar in my first band, the Castiles, I’d dance with anyone who’d have

me. Often, still horribly insecure, I’d have to wait for the last few desperate records to get up the

guts to cross the no-man’s-land between the camps of the boys and girls and pop the question.

But on a good night I’d spend the evening dancing with strangers from St. Rose’s crosstown

rival, the intermediate (gasp, public!) school. Who were these tight-skirted, smoky-eyed young

girls, unfettered by the green St. Rose’s jumper that tapped down the budding womanhood of

my school’s female population? Here were girls in their dimly lit, scented glory, gathered in

small hushed circles that suddenly erupted into soft giggles as they eyed the guys across the

room culling the herd. I was a complete outcast. I didn’t really know the guys who were

cloistered into their cliques, and there were only a few other eighth-grade Catholic school

students who braved the Young Men’s Christian Association soirees. I’d been lured to the Y by

a secular neighborhood pal for after-school hoops and the pool table in the musty basement.

But once I’d gotten the smell of the canteen (some mixture of leftover basketball sweat and

dance-floor sex) in my self-consciously Roman nose, there was no going back.Here I danced

for the first time in public and limped those fifty steps back home, blue-balled after some close

encounter with a woolen skirt. The chaperones sat up in the bleachers, armed with a flashlight



that they flickered on you during the slow dances if things were looking a little hot and tight. Still

there was only so much they could do. They were trying to stop a millennia of sexual hunger,

and for that job a flashlight just wasn’t going to cut it. At the end of the night, by the time Paul

and Paula’s “Hey Paula” was spun on the decidedly lo-fi gym sound system, every man and

woman alike was throwing themselves onto the dance floor just to feel a body, almost any

body, up against theirs. There in those death-defying clinches lay the promise of things to

come.By the time I got to the CYO dance at my own alma mater, I had some rudimentary skills.

The poor souls who comprised most of my Catholic male colleagues didn’t yet realize that

GIRLS LOVE TO DANCE! So much so that they’ll get on the dance floor with just about any

geek who’s got a few moves. That geek was ME! I had a ridiculous assortment of gyrations

copped and exaggerated from the dances of the day. The Monkey, the Twist, the Swim, the

Jerk, the Pony, the Mashed Potato—I mixed them all up into a stew of my own that

occasionally got me on the floor with some of the finest women in town. This shocked my

classmates, who’d only known me as the poor soul at the rear corner desk in class. I’d hear,

“Hey, Springy, where’d you learn that?” Well, I’d practiced and practiced hard. Not just with my

mom and at the Y but heavily in front of the full-length mirror tacked up to the back of my door

in my bedroom. Way before I played broomstick guitar in front of it, me and that mirror spent

hours together in a sweat-soaked frenzy, moving to the latest records of the day. I had a small

suitcase stereo with a 45 adapter that held me in good stead, and I’d Frug and Twist and Jerk

my way to a soggy T-shirt that wouldn’t be rivaled ’til many years later in the midst of a fevered

“Devil with a Blue Dress On” in front of a cavernous hall of twenty thousand screaming rock

fans.Then . . . come Friday, I’d slip on my tightest black stovepipe jeans, a red button-down

shirt, matching red socks and black winklepicker shoes. I’d previously stolen some of my

mother’s hairpins, pinned my bangs down tight and slept on them so they’d come out as

straight as Brian Jones’s. I’d comb them out, then sit under a ten-dollar sunlamp my mother

had gotten at the corner drugstore to try and combat some of my fiercest acne. I squeezed a

half tube of Clearasil on the rest and stepped out of my bedroom, down the stairs, out the front

door and onto the street. Show me the dance floor.
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Coach Fun, “Nothing short of exceptional.. Upon my third listen, it gets better and better. Just

like a great Springsteen album, there's always something new or different, seemingly heard for

the first time, that comes from multiple go-rounds.Nobody else could narrate this book. That

Bruce does himself, with his own inflections, emotions, and emphasis, pulls you in and sits you

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/vlmgV/Born-to-Run-Bruce-Springsteen


right next to him at the kitchen table. And living room, bedroom, on his motorcycle, on the

road, in the bar, on stage. Just like one of his songs, Bruce paints you a picture, or more

accurately shows you a short film, and let's you watch with a connecting, voyeuristic, and

participating eye (and ear). And with 80 chapters, that's many hundreds of short films the

listener sees and hears.I received the book on release day. I struggled through 100 pages. I

kept putting it down, and struggled to read more than 10 or 12 pages at a time. Not because it

was boring. DEFINITELY NOT! But because it was so draining on my emotions. That's how

heartfelt and stirring Bruce's stories and descriptions are. It seems every page could be

penned into a song of his. And like good poetry and prose, a slow reading of the book was the

only way I could absorb the detail and depth of Bruce's storytelling.So I got the audiobook, and

it made all the difference and more. Bruce is a slow reader, and it works for the best, as I

aforementioned. If you love Bruce, you'll love this book. And if you thought you knew everything

about Bruce, you are sadly mistaken! Bruce shares all, and we are fortunate that this private

hero has allowed us this (way more than a) glimpse into his music life, family life, personal life,

psychological life, child life. If you're a casual fan, It's hard for me to predict your assessment of

it (I've never been "casual" about Bruce). Music fans and musicians of all disciplines no doubt

will find Bruce's passion, and singularly focused drive compelling.This is more than a book

about music. Way more. It's the story of man who is shaped, burdened, broken by, and built up

by, the countless influences of people, neighborhood, politics, humanity, religion, and

psychological experiences. All the reasons Bruce is who he is. And we're invited into his world

for 18 hours or so. How lucky for us!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I had no idea. I read Clapton's book and listened to the music as I went

along. Did the same with Buddy Guy's book. Both books were fun. This book left me

gobstoppered. The story is good, the writing is good, the music is great,the emotions are raw.

This book tells the story well enough but the author makes it real. His struggle to get noticed,

to write and play good music, his strained relations with his family, his ongoing battle with

depression: its all here and its real.  Great book.”

Raskolnikov, “Not Difficult Reading. This is a big book, but it is double-spaced and the chapters

are very short. I'm not a real fast reader, but I read it in two weeks. A fast reader could do this

book in three or four days, 150 pages in one sitting. I am a big fan of The Boss, and this book

pleased me. The beginning is very interesting. There is one part where he is with his band

and they get spit on when they are playing on the beach for the rich kids. Then, they also

played for what might be called "the greasers" crowd; think John Travolta in, "Grease." Bruce

has names for these two groups, but I can't remember the groups names because I read this

book several months ago. Nevertheless, Bruce is like it was okay to play for this group, "as

long as no one in my band talked to their women." Ha. Later, the cops come and arrest some

semi-gangster at one of the gigs. There's just so much in this book. I'm glad that I read it.

However, I did have one problem. At the beginning, Bruce says that he believes in God and

has a Personal Relationship with Jesus. He confesses that it is a strange relationship. But, I

was shocked! I'm an atheist, and I always thought that Bruce was an atheist. What does his

line, "don't waste your summer praying in vain for a savior to rise from these streets" mean in

his song "Thunder Road" if Bruce is a Christian? But of course, one could counter with

"Promised Land" to say that Bruce's song's do have religion. Or also, Bruce's later "The

Rising" which is filled with spirituality. Anyway, there is a passage in the book where Bruce

almost dies when surfing near Asbury Park. He makes it to shore and writes, "I was praying to



a God that I don't believe in." ??? Does Bruce believe or not? I guess that the great artist is

one that always has doubt, who sometimes believes and sometimes does not believe. The

great artist is always considering.”

Brigitte, “Excellent. Here is another autobiography of a rock star, right? Wrong, here is the

definitive autobiography of a rock star.Sorry was that a spoiler? Oh well, now you know. This is

a book written by one of the most eloquent poets and song writers of the last few decades. If

you are even vaguely familiar with any of Springsteen’s work you will know that he can string

words together to evoke emotions and imagery like few others. Now I know that the ability to

write a good song doesn’t always translate to the world of full scale book writing. If you have

read some of the other recent rock star memoires then you will know what I mean. And, no, I’m

not mentioning any names here, they know who they are.Don’t get me wrong, there have been

some very notable exceptions. Pete Townsend and Rod Stewart spring to mind. Bruce has

taken the art to a new level here though. This is a big book, over five hundred pages, and every

single one is worth reading.The descriptions of his childhood are both fascinating and heart-

felt. He spares no feelings of the reader in laying out his troubled formative years. Events that

plant the seeds for Bruce’s own future are given a real life by his wonderful poetic writing style.

We learn about his father’s mental health issues along with the coping strategies that Bruce

uses to cope with the fallout. The description of how he discovered Elvis is extraordinary and

should be put to music in itself.The reader is then led along the determined path that ends in

the Springsteen phenomena we know today. This is no simple A to B route. There are lumps

and bumps and twists and turns that would not be out of place in an Arthur Hailey novel. The

outstanding element through all of this are the people. Bruce pays tribute to all those who have

influenced his life in whichever way that may have been. The good, the bad, and the ugly are

given the same respect and there appears to be little truth that has not been told.You don’t

have to be a fan of the music to become a fan of the man. The results of his life’s work will

inspire and inform in ways that you need to absorb through Bruce’s own words to fully

appreciate. This is, without any doubt whatsoever the best biography I have read to date.

Highly recommend.”

Anon, “Great but only because it's Bruce. OK be advised I am a huge Springsteen fan so this

review isn't particularly objective.I don't normally read Autobiographies of Music Artists/bands

but I thought I'd give this one a go.At first I struggled with the way it was written & almost gave

up just because of the style but these are Springsteen's' own words, no ghost writer involved.

It must be hard to write your feelings about your life without sounding big headed but, in my

opinion, your music may be awesome but please don't become an author Bruce.It runs from

his birth up to the release of 'Wrecking Ball'. His childhood, where he was spoiled by his

grandmother, his problems at school, his struggle with his relationship his father (who it turns

out he was more like that he initially thought).After leaving school Bruce has already decided

music is to be his life, drifting between his home in New Jersey & New York. The forming of his

bands (including a failed audition by a young Patti Scialfa) and his debut album 'Greetings from

Asbury Park'.The main part of the book runs through the albums, the reasons/writings behind

them, & tours. Bruce talks about his short marriage to Julianne Phillips, whom Bruce says he

loves but after Patti had joined the band he realised that she, Patti, was his soul mate.After his

induction to the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, Bruce talks more about his family and his battle with

depression which after the death of his great friend & band member Clarence Clemens

became completely soul crushing (which was part of his father’s problem).Bruce finishes with



how his children have grown their lives & how it is the love that Patti & he have that really

keeps him going.To be honest if I wasn't a fan I probably would not have finished this large

(Over 500 pages) book & if I had I may have been struggling to give it more than 2 stars but I

AM a fan & they are Bruce's own words.”

Bryn Griffith, “As good as music biographies get.. In this, my favourite autobiography by a

musician,The Boss comes across as something of an amalgam of the characters that populate

his songs; macho, conflicted, isolated, controlling, vulnerable and above of all reflective of his

personal history (you suspect this is due to extensive therapy). He is also incredibly driven (no

surprise there really) and it seems to me that this drive is at the heart of how he has become

one of rocks greatest American song writers AND managed to heal himself from some of the

emotional problems that he has struggled with all his life, of which he is very open and honest

about here.Despite the magnitude of some of Springsteen's troubles I suspect his experiences

will resonate with a lot of readers to some degree and through this I think his book connects

strongly.The book is populated with family and fellow musicians, many of whom come across

as larger than life and may have come straight out of a Steinbeck novel. You rather wonder how

everyone manages to survive as long as they do.A fantastic book for any and every music fan

interested in the redemptive power of rock and roll.”

Devene3, “The best book I've ever listened too- ever. I'm reluctantly at the last chapter of

listening to this classic by Bruce about his life and I'm sad. Sad literally as I don't want it to end.

His honestly and transparency is incredible. His more quiet songs have held me together for

decades and I now know why. He's the real thing, authentic and tells his story as honestly as

the way he sings. The gravelly voice is perfect and I feel I've met a genuinely amazing

person.So I then ordered the physical book. Great! I now get the full wrap around cover photo

and! Inside photos of his life. I'm soon going to do something I've never done. Finnish the audio

book then read it again in words. This is a treasure.”

Leitir, “A book that sweeps you along in one story - and leaves you pondering your own. “But in

a project like this, the writer has made one promise: to show the reader his mind. In these

pages I’ve tried to do that.” I can truly say that Bruce Springsteen has achieved his goal as set

out here. But in recounting his story as honestly and as spiritually as he does, he unearths the

various layers at the heart of this seemingly obvious statement. Whose mind is being shown to

whom in the writing and reading of this book? Certainly there were many occasions while

reading this book where I was set to wonder about my own life, my own mind, my own soul. I

think that it is very interesting that Bruce closes the main part of his book with a full telling of

the Our Father prayer. Strange thing is that at this point in the book, such a piece seems

perfectly natural - it flows from the power and force and honesty of his narrative up to that point.

This book is a wonderful surprise - go read it.”

The book by Bruce Springsteen has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 5,321 people have provided

feedback.
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